All Our Trials
Prisons, Policing, and the Feminist Fight to End Violence
EMILY L. THUMA
If we are to build an abolitionist feminist future, we would be wise to pay attention to the antiracist queer feminist politics of these activists. We owe a debt of gratitude to them for paving the way, and to Thuma for chronicling their struggles.”
—Angela Y. Davis

Reshaping Women’s History
Voices of Nontraditional Women Historians
EDITED BY JULIE A. GALLAGHER AND BARBARA WINSLOW
Afterword by Nupur Chaudhuri
“One gasps at the life-threatening illnesses, the wrong turns, and the array of discrimination these authors face. At the next moment, the reader cheers them on, wanting to celebrate every success and intellectual discovery.”—Bonnie G. Smith, author of The Gender of History: Men, Women, and Historical Practice

Big Sister
Feminism, Conservatism, and Conspiracy in the Heartland
ERIN M. KEMPKER
“This book does an excellent job of showing how groups on the far right, at least since the early Cold War, have been linked by a common countersubversive ideology. This is really creative and original work.”—Kathryn S. Olmsted, author of Real Enemies: Conspiracy Theories and American Democracy, World War I to 9/11

Glory in Their Spirit
How Four Black Women Took On the Army during World War II
SANDRA M. BOLZENIUS
“This well-written account of little-known yet essential stories of valor and protest will fascinate readers interested in WWII, women’s history, and heretofore untold stories of civil-rights trailblazers. Recommend Glory in Their Spirit to fans of Hidden Figures.”—Booklist
“Glory in Their Spirit is a compelling, deeply researched book.”—Black Perspectives

Leaders of Their Race
Educating Black and White Women in the New South
SARAH H. CASE
“Case has beautifully written a strong argument about the central purpose of these schools and how they compare, with emphasis on both similarities and differences. . . . Case has a strong sense of changes over time, even as she documents continuity.”—Joan Marie Johnson, author of Southern Women at the Seven Sister Colleges: Feminist Values and Social Activism, 1875–1915

Colored No More
Reinventing Black Womanhood in Washington, D.C.
TREVA B. LINDSEY
“Lindsey’s brilliantly researched book adds to black culture by mapping out the intersections of various identities of African-American women who shaped black life on a local and national scale.”—Vibe
“An ambitious and creative undertaking.”—Journal of American Ethnic History
A Choice Outstanding Academic Title

Beyond Respectability
The Intellectual Thought of Race Women
BRITTNEY C. COOPER
“A work of crucial cultural study. . . . [Beyond Respectability] lays out the complicated history of black woman as intellectual force, making clear how much work she has done simply to bring that category into existence.”—NPR
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Lost in the USA
American Identity from the Promise Keepers to the Million Mom March
DEBORAH GRAY WHITE

"Understanding the relation between the turn-of-the-century public sphere and its contested margins seems more important than ever, and Lost in the USA is an excellent introduction.”
—Journal of American History

Women against Abortion
Inside the Largest Moral Reform Movement of the Twentieth Century
KARISSA HAUZEBERG

"Excellent."—New York Review of Books
“Considers how early female anti-abortion activists rose to prominent positions in the male-dominated anti-abortion movement of the time all the while advocating traditional gender roles.”
—Times Literary Supplement

Lucretia Mott Speaks
The Essential Speeches and Sermons
LUCRETIA MOTT
Edited by Christopher Densmore, Carol Faulkner, Nancy Hewitt, and Beverly Wilson Palmer

"Eye-opening and invigorating. The editors have, quite sensibly, employed a light editorial hand, preferring to let Mott's speeches take center stage, and to let Mott herself stand in the spotlight. This is a wonderful collection.”—Anne Boylan, author of Women's Rights in the United States: A History in Documents
264 pp. 6.125 x 9.25. 7 black & white photographs. 2017. Hardcover 978-0-252-04079-5. $75.00; E-book 978-0-252-09925-0. $30.00

Reverend Addie Wyatt
Faith and the Fight for Labor, Gender, and Racial Equality
MARCIA WALKER-MCWILLIAMS


Nursing Civil Rights
Gender and Race in the Army Nurse Corps
CHARISSA J. THREAT

“A welcome amendment to the history of nursing in the United States. . . . Threat’s examination of nursing’s organizational evolution yields new insights about the racial politics of alliance and division.”—Women’s Review of Books
216 pp. 6 x 9. 2 black & white photographs, 1 map, 8 tables. 2015. Paper 978-0-252-08077-7. $25.00; E-book 978-0-252-09944-1. $22.50

Anna Howard Shaw
The Work of Woman Suffrage
TRISHA FRANZEN

“While this is a scholarly work of remarkable academic acumen, its polished, passionate prose and intellectually stimulating content make it an accessible and thoroughly compelling read for anyone. Essential.”—Choice

No Votes for Women
The New York State Anti-Suffrage Movement
SUSAN GOODIER

“Goodier adds to the historical discussion an emphasis on the interaction between the ‘suffs’ and the ‘antis’ and her focus on the differing impact of World War I on the anti-suffrage movement is also important. Another significant contribution of the work is to highlight the fact that antisuffrage women did not share the suffragists’ dilemma over whether to join the traditional political parties after ratification.”—Journal of American History

Rape in Chicago
Race, Myth, and the Courts
DAWN RAE FLOOD

“Rape in Chicago contributes new arguments to emerging scholarship on the history of rape. It also provides a detailed analysis of how rape convictions were appealed over time in one major city.”—American Historical Review